
ABOUT US
Robotic Assistance Devices, Inc. (RAD) delivers artificial intelligence- 
based solutions that empower organizations to solve complex 
challenges while delivering an immediate return on investment. RAD 
has forever changed security by creating a fully integrated solution of 
human guarding, artificial-intelligence driven guarding, with a full 
complement of electronic security features. This all provided under an 
affordable capital purchase or monthly subscription contract.

Clients subscribe to the RAD software suite solutions and devices 
(SCOT™, Wally, ROSA, AVA and ROAMEO), which include all updates and 
upgrades, and layer on options for integration to onsite, offsite and 
remote human monitoring and response.

WHY RAD?
RAD’s software and hardware solutions solve end user challenges of 
providing the best suite of facility control and security services at the 
best value while maximizing the utility of existing and limited human 
resources.

RAD technology improves the simplicity and economics of patrolling 
and guard services, and allows experienced personnel to focus more  on 
strategic tasks. Clients can now augment the capabilities of their 
existing staff, plus gain higher levels of situational awareness, all at 
drastically reduced cost.

 877-78-ROBOT (877-787-6268)
www.roboticassistancedevices.com

 
info@roboticassistancedevices.com

Inventing Autonomous Remote Services

Offices in California and Canada
Employees in Georgia, Florida, 
California. With 30+ employees 
and rapidly growing, majority of 
employees in R&D.

All solutions are 100% RAD 
created and owned. 

600,000+ paid operating hours
in the field.

Partnered with the largest 
guarding providers including 
Allied Universal Services 
and Securitas.

Multiple security innovation awards.

Virtual security operations center 
included. Unlimited user licenses.
Unique single platform across 
multiple devices.

ROAMEO
Shipping Q1, 2021

SCOT 2.0
RAD’s Flagship Product
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Wally
A wall mounted version of the SCOT device
Say hello to Wally! This wall mounted unit seamlessly integrates with all other RAD devices and provides 
edge-to-edge 180° field of vision. As easy to install and scale as other RAD hardware, Wally deploys RAD’s 
innovative artificial intelligence-based technologies to enhance an organization’s situational awareness, 
communication and control. Wally takes full advantage of the RAD Software Suite and includes all of the 
features of RAD’s SCOT tower in a smaller package that’s ideal for corporate campuses, parking 
structures, exterior areas, and lobbies and buildings; anywhere that increased visibility is needed at a 
fraction of the cost. Wally is also available with RAD’s exclusive Health Screening Option (HSO) enabling 
face mask detection, temperature analysis, employee and visitor screening analytics.

ROSA
Responsive Observation Security Agent

ROSA is the ultimate autonomous response device and the first and only completely 
self-contained security and communication device in the market. Providing a 180° field of view 
from the device so you can see more of your site. Using ROSA’s one-way long-range paging you 
can communicate with people on your site. ROSA delivers the ultimate security experience via 
RAD’s in-house developed software suite, including RADSOC and RADSight.

SCOT
Security Control Observation Tower

Not long ago RAD launched the SCOT 1, and after being deployed across the US we have been 
collecting customer feedback. This feedback led to the releases of SCOT versions 1.2 and 1.3, allowing 
us to fine tune and improve SCOT’s technology.

We are now pleased to announce the next generation of SCOT Towers: SCOT 2.0, featuring all the 
enhancements from the past year while also improving upon its speed and usefulness inside a newly 
streamlined body. SCOT 2.0 offers a unique, cost-effective, easy to deploy, and powerful security 
solution for your organization.

AVA
Autonomous Verified Access
Meet AVA! This mountable unit seamlessly integrates with all other RAD devices and provides an 
edge-to-edge 180° field of vision. As easy to install and scale as all RAD hardware, AVA deploys RAD’s 
innovative artificial intelligence-based technologies to enhance an organization’s situational 
awareness, communication and control. AVA takes full advantage of the RAD Software Suite aimed at 
providing a comprehensive access control package that is ideal for corporate campuses, parking 
structures, exterior areas, and lobbies and buildings; anywhere that increased visibility is needed at a 
fraction of the cost.

RAD Devices Overview
Robotic Assistance Devices (RAD) is offering advanced physical security technology as part of 
aninnovative approach to servicing our clients. RAD currently offers these hardware solutions:
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$4 per hour*

$2 per hour*

$1 per hour*

$2 per hour*

* MSRP. Base unit hourly subscription price shown, other models 
may be higher. Prices based on 730 hours per month. RAD2PAGER2010


